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The role of women in Campus/Community radio
When I first started in radio ten years ago, the More women are interested in being trained with radio, there has been an overall increase 
difference in numbers between female DJs and in radio production and broadcasting and more in women’s involvement in the music indus- 
male DJs on-air was quite dramatic. As a pres- women are having their voices heard on-air. try. Women are becoming more visible as
™ T;3"’ W°Tn WCre Under'repreSented- More importantly, women's issues, music and musicians and more women are taking on high voices and perspectives are becoming appar- 
Wben I began as host of a womens music and expression are appearing in all areas of radio profile roles in the music and radio industry, ent as more women become involved in the 
issues program. I felt isolated as a radio broad- broadcasting and are no longer marginalized This is not to suggest that previously, women music and radio industry 
caster. I had few women as cohorts to talk about to ‘ women’s shows. " At CHSR. women are were not involved in the creation of music or The world is changing around us. and mu- 
my experiences as a programmer and felt that visible on-air as radio programmers and hold attained positions in the industry. They were sic plays an important part in representing 
issues that were of concern to me as a woman positions in the general membership, on the and they did. It was just never as obvious or personal and political expression. In the 
were not being addressed on-air or by other pro- Executive and the Board of Directors and hold as visible as it is now. Artists as diverse as Ani mighty words of Emma Goldman “If I can’t 
grammers. TTiey were thought of as “specialty" one of the two paid staff positions. Having DiFranco. PJ Harvey, Madonna, Tracy dance, I don’t want to be part of your revolu-
issues, something only of concern to a certain representation at all levels at CHSR encour- Chapman and kd lang have turned the music tion.” Viva la musique!
part of the population that could easy be left to ages other women to become involved with industry on its head by singing about issues
the “women’s program." radio and broadcasting at CHSR. of concern to women, such as sexuality, body

Fortunately, many societal changes in the While many different factors have contrib- image, rape and abuse. As successful musi- 
past decade have changed the face of radio. uted to the increase in women’s involvement cians. these women have paved the way for

other women to also be accepted and have 
their own voices and perspectives made 
present on the airwaves. Different women's
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Jen Brayton is a programmer at CHSR, and 
sits as Graduate Student Representative on the 

CHSR Board of Directors

The importance of cultural programming at CHSR-FM
cEFr.CHSR-FM, like most campus/community ra

dio stations, provides entertainment and in
formation that is generally an alternative to 
mainstream and corporate-controlled media. 
CHSRFM fills its alternative entertainment 
objective by playing music that does not usu
ally get played on commercial radio stations.

The alternative information objective is 
filled with spoken word programming. Spo
ken word programming, usually known as talk 
radio, provides listeners with alternative in
formation on political, social, and 
cal issues. Spoken word programming also pro
vides a voice to groups and organizations 
throughout the campus and community who 
otherwise would not have the opportunity to 
receive radio air time.

Cultural programming fills both objectives 
by providing alternative entertainment and 
information. There can be different types of 
cultural programming. There are cultural pro
grams that play music from their culture. An 
example is Echoes From Our Earth Mother, 
an Aboriginal cultural show that plays drum
ming and chanting music. This fills the alter
native entertainment objective.

There are cultural programs that have a 
spoken word format. They provide news and 
events concerning their culture, as well as in
formation about their culture. An example is 
the Voice of the Minaret, a spoken word show

Hi
conducted by the Muslim Student Associa
tion. This fills the alternative information 
objective. There are cultural programs that 
provide a format that combines both music 
and spoken word. An example is the Chinese 
Student Circle. This fills both the alternative 
entertainment and alternative information 
objectives.

Probably the most important reason for cul
tural programming at CHSR-FM as that 
Canada is a multicultural country and there
fore every culture should have the opportu
nity to receive air time. We provide that air 
time.

Cultural programming at CHSR-FM is in
tended to focus towards all cultures of the 
world excluding Canadian English and Ca
nadian French cultures. We encourage all cul
tures to produce radio shows on our station.

If you would be interested in doing a cul
tural program at CHSR-FM, come see us at 
Room 223 of the Student Union Building or 
call us at 453-4985. We will help you get that 
show on the air. You do not have to worry 
about not having previous experience in ra
dio because it is not necessary. Your interest 
is enough and CHSR-FM will provide you 
with the training necessary.
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Current cultural programs on 97.9
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Brian Nicholas is the Cultural Programming 
Coordinator at CHSR-FM
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